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A (a,, g,, - . . , g,,)-tree is a tree whose internal nodes have outvalences g,, g,, . . . , g,,_,, or g, 
and whose leaves are all on the same level. It has been shown that all but a finite set of integers 
may be realized as the number of leaves on a (go, . . . , g,,)-tree if and only if the gcd(g, - 
g,, * . * 9 g,, - go) = 1. In this paper properties of the set of realizable integers are discussed 
including upper and lower bounds for the conductor K (the conductor is the least integer having 
the property that for all iV 2 K, IV is realizable). It is also noted that several problems, including 
finding the set of realizable integers for (gl,. . . , g,)-AVL trees and (1, g,, . . . , g,)-brother 
trees, are all equivalent to the problem of Frobenius concerning the assumed values of a linear 
form in nonnegative integers. 
1. Introduction 
A tree is a connected acyclic digraph with a distinguished node called the root. 
The height of a node is the length of the (unique) path from the root to the node. 
A node is called a leaf if its outvalence is zero. Given a tree, 2eueZ m of the tree is 
the set of nodes whose height is m, 
Example. See Fig. 1. We assume the direction of the edges is downward. 
Level 0 
Fig. 1. 
In our example, node B has height 1, Nodes H, I, and J are children of node B. 
Also, bode H is a sibling of nodes I and J. The root R is an uncestor of all the 
other nodes. Finally, nodes D through N are the leaves of the tree. 
In [3], Lee, Liu, and Wong initiate the study of (go, . . . , g,)-trees. A 
(g,, . . - , g&tree is a tree whose internal nodes have outvalences go, g,, . . . , g,_,, 
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or g,, (gi < g,+l) and whose leaves all have the same height. Following their 
notation, a positive integer N is realizable by a (go, . . . , g&tree if there exists a 
(go, - * - , g,,)-tree with N leaves. For i = 1, . . . , n, let 
It has been shown [3, 53 that all but a finite set of positive integers are 
realizable if and only if the gcd(al, . . . , u,,) = 1. Following the notation used for 
linear forms in [4], we define the conductor, K, to be the least positive integer such 
that for all NB K, N is realizable. 
In our example, the tree is a (3,4)-tree with 11 leaves, so 11 is realizable. The 
question is now which positive integers are realizable as the number of leaves on a 
(3,4)-tree, and in particular, what is the value of K? It turns out that there is no 
(3,4)-tree having 80 leaves, but all integers greater than 80 are realizable. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the set of realizable integers, denoted by 
R, and the conductor, K. 
The following additional notation is used throughout this paper. Given any tree 
T, #T denotes the number of leaves on T. A height 1 tree with g leaves is called 
a g-tree. Throughout the paper it is assumed that the gcd(al, . . . , u,,) = 1. 
In Section 2, it will be observed that several problems, including the set of 
realizable integers for (gl, . . . , g,,)-AVL trees and for (1, g,, . . . , g,,)-trees, are 
equivalent to the problem of Frobenius concerning the assumed values of a linear 
form in nonnegative integers. 
In Section 3, the problems of determining R and K in the specific case when 
(go, - . . , gn) is an interval ( gi+l=gi+l, for i=O,l,..., n-l) are completely 
solved. In Theorem 2, it is shown that in the general case, certain intervals of 
integers must be contained in R. Theorem 2 is then used to obtain an upper 
bound for K. Usually, the upper and lower bounds are of the same order of 
magnitude (power of go). If not, the upper bound is of one higher order of 
magnitude than the lower bound. 
2. Linear forms, (1, g,, . . . , g,,)-trees, and (gI, . . . , g,,)-AVL trees 
In this section, a tree is any tree (leaves on any level) whose internal nodes have 
outvalences from the set (gl, . . . , g,,). 
Lemma 1. Given any tree, there is another tree with the same number of leaves 
(and the same number of nodes) and with all of its leaves on the bottom 2 levels. 
Proof. From the lowest level, remove a gi-tree (the value of i is irrelevant) except 
for its root, and attach it to any leaf whose height is minimal. Continue this 
process until all leaves are on 2 adjacent levels. 0 
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A (1, g,, . . . , g,,)-brother tree is a (1, g,, . . . , g&tree such that every unary 
node has a nonunary sibling. In Section 3 of [6], Ottman, Six, and Wood 
demonstrate the bijective correspondence between binary AVL trees and (1,2)- 
brother trees. In Section 3 of [3], Lee, Liu, and Wong generalize the notion of 
brother trees to (1, g,, . . . , g,,)-brother trees and state that the correspondence 
between (gl, . . . , g,,)-AVL trees and (1, g,, . . . , g,,)-brother trees is easily 
generalized from the binary case. 
Lemma 2. Given any tree, there is a (1, g,, . . . , g,,)-brother tree with the same 
number of leaves. 
Proof. Use Lemma 1 to produce a tree with the same number of leaves and 
having all of its leaves on the bottom 2 levels. Hence, it’s automatically a 
(g1, - - - , g,,)-AVL tree. Then use the expansion of [6] and [3] referred to above, 
which doesn’t change the number of leaves, to produce a (1, g,, . . . , g,)-brother 
tree with the same number of leaves. Cl 
Theorem 1. Let R1 be the set of assumed values of the linear form f = 
I:=, (gi- 1)x, where each q is a nonnegative integer. Let R2 be the set of realizable 
integers for trees with outvalences {gl, . . . , g”}. Let R3 be the set of realizable integers 
for (gl, . . . , gn)-AVL trees. Let R4 be the set of realizable integers for (gl, . . . , g,,)- 
AVI. trees with leaves at the bottom 2 levels. Let R5 be the set of realizable integers 
for (1, gl, . . . , g&trees. Let R6 be th e set of realizable integers for (1, g,, . . . , g,,)- 
brother trees. If R1 + 1 denotes the set {r + 1: r is in R,}, then 
R,+l=R,=R,=R,=R,=R,. 
Proof. Given any tree T, let q equal the number of nodes of T having outvalence 
gi- Then #‘I=1 +C (g - 1)x+ So, R2 c R1 + 1. With no restrictions on the locations 
of the leaves, it is easy to see that R1 + 1 c R2. Clearly, R4 c R3 c R2 and Lemma 
1 shows that R4 = RZ. Similarly, R6c R5 c R2 (since unary nodes have no effect 
on the number of leaves) and Lemma 2 states that R6 = R2. ??
Thus the study of RZ, R3, R4, R5, or R6 is equivalent to that of R1, which has 
been studied extensively. (See [l], [2], [4], or [7]. A more complete bibliography 
is in [7].) 
Lemma 2 of [3] shows that R1 + 1 c R,. Hence Theorem 3 of [3] follows 
immediately from the theory of R1. 
3. Integers reaIizaI&! by (go, g,, . . . , gn)-- 
The following technical lemma is the basic tool for finding intervals that are 
contained in R, the set of realizable integers for a (g,, . . . , g,,)-tree. 
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Lemma 3. Suppose that among the integers realized by (go, . . . , g&trees of height 
m there is an interval [A, A + B] and there are also the values bI, bZ, . . . , b4 with 
O<b,+,-- b,sB+l, for k=l,2,... , q - 1. Then the integers realized by trees of 
height m + 1 include the intervals 
[(gi-l)b,+A,(g-l)bq+A+B] foreachi=O,l,...,n. 
Proof. If gi is the root’s outvalence, then the following algorithm constructs a 
sequence of trees of height m + 1 which realize all the integers belonging to 
[(gi - 1) bI + A, (g - l)b, + A + B]. Label the subtrees of height m descending from 
level 1 by T,,T,,...,T,. Let #T2=#7”=...=#Tgi=bI. 
For j ~2 to gi 
Fork=2toq 
Form=OtoB 
#T,=A+m 
Output the tree formed by T,, . . . , T& 
End 
#q=b, 
End 
End. ??
Defidtfon. Let {U,, . . . , Up} be a set of trees. The gap below Ui is 
min{#Ui-#Uj:#Uj<#UJ. 
Lemma 4. The integers realizable by (go, . . . , g&trees of height m range from go” 
to g: with all gaps Zess than or equal to max{g+l - gi : i = 1, . . . , n - 1). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on m. For m = 1, the result clearly holds. 
Assume it holds for trees of height m. Pick a sequence, {T,, . . . , T,}, of height m 
trees so that #To = go”, #T, = g,“, and 
lG#q+l-#q<maX{gi+,-gi :i=l,. . . , n} 
for all j=O, 1,2,. . . ,q-1. 
Consider trees of height m + 1. For each root outvalence gi, a sequence of trees 
{Sk} is constructed with {#Sk) ranging from gigr to gig:. Each S, is described by 
its gi subtrees of height m descending from level 1. 
So = gi copies of To. 
S1 = (gi - 1) copies of To and 1 copy of TI. 
In general, if k = mgi + r, 0 9 r < gi, then 
S, = (gi - r) copies of T, and r copies of T,, 1. 
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Clearly, #Sk+1 -#Sk =#L+l -#L and so the gaps in the sequence {Sk} are of 
acceptable size. 
Since g,gr 3 g,,gr for positive m, the 2 sequences formed when i = 0 and when 
i = n overlap and the statement of this lemma holds for height (m + 1) trees. Cl 
The set R is now completely determined by Lemma 4 if the generators 
go, g19 - - -, g, form an interval, i.e., gi+l= gi + 1, for i = 0,. . . , n - 1. 
Corollary 1. If the generators form an interval, then 
R = jyl [gk gi,l. 
The following notation will be useful for the next two results. Let 4 = 
gcd(a,, . . . , q) and let 
L = 1-+-a2dlld2+~ - -+h&_,ld,--(a,+.. -+G). 
Lemma 5. The linear form, f = alxl + - - - + a,,~,, with constraints 
(1) 4 20 for each i = 1,. . . , n, and 
(2) x1+x*+. - *+x,<g, 
assumes all the values in the interval [L, al(g,, + 1) - 11. 
Proof. By Theorem 2 in [l], every integer greater than or equal to L is assumed 
by the linear form f subject to the constraint (1). Since a, < u2< - - - <a,, 
constraint (2) must be satisfied for all numbers less than al(g, + 1). 0 
Proposition 1. The interval [L, al(g,, + 1)- 1] has more than max{g,+l -gi : i = 
0, 1, . . . ) n - 1) elements. 
Proof. By Theorem 4 of [l], (a1 - l)(u,, - 1) 2 L. Since g,, = go + u,,, 
a,(g,+l)-l-L%,g, -L>a~a,-(a,a,-a~-a,+l) 
z%=g,-go*max(gi+l-gi :i=O, 1,. . . , n-l}. 0 
The following 2 numbers are referred to often in what follows: 
A=gog,,+L and C=gog,,+al(g,+l)-1. 
Theorem 2. The integers realizable by (go, . . . , g,,)-trees of height h contain the 
interval [gi-gi+A,gz--gz+C] forevery h=2,3,4,.... 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on h. When h = 2, we need to show that 
there exist height 2 trees realizing all the values in the interval [A, C]. 
Consider all height 2 trees with root outvalence g,,. There are g,, nodes at level 
1 and each of these has gi children (for some i) each of whom is a leaf. If q 
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denotes the number of level 1 nodes having g children (for i = 1,2, . . . , n), then 
the total number of leaves is g,g, + C&xi since gi = go+ 4. The definition of the ;xi 
guarantees that each x+ 2 0 and C 4 G g,,. Thus by Lemma 5, the integers realized 
by height 2 trees contain the interval [A, C]. 
Now suppose the statement of the theorem holds when h = H. Applying 
Lemma 4, Proposition 1, and then Lemma 3 (with m = H) yields the fact that the 
height H+ 1 trees realize every integer in the intervals 
C(g-l)gF+gF-gZ+A, (gi-l)gf+gF-g~+CI 
for i=O,l,..., n. When i = 0 the interval is 
Eg6r+1- g; + A, gogf;‘- 6 + Cl 
and when i = n, the interval is 
Cg,,go”- g;+ A g:” - d+ Cl. 
Moreover, these intervals overlap since 
g0f.e g;+C>g,g:-g;+A. 
(Note that when H = 2 and go = 1, C > g,, - l+A since g,, = l+a,, and C>a,,+A 
by Proposition 1.) Therefore, the interval 
[gr+‘-g;+A, gf”-g;+C] 
is realized by trees of height H+ 1 and the induction proof is completed. 0 
A refinement of Theorem 2 is possible. The key to the proof is the fact that 
among the integers realized by height 2 trees there is the interval, [A, C], whose 
length is greater than the largest gap occurring in the set of height 2 trees. Let 
T1, Tz, . . . , T, be a sequence of height 2 trees which realize all the possible 
integers for height 2 trees and also satisfy #Ti+l >#Ti for each i. Let 
and 
g=max{#Ti+I-#T,:i=l,. . . ,s-1}, 
A’ = min{#q: #q+k = #?;-+ k, for each k = 1,2, . . . , g - l}, 
C’=max{#~:#T,+=#?&--k for each k=l,2,...,g-1). 
Note that g is the largest gap, A’ is the start of the first interval having at least g 
elements, and C’ is the end of the last interval having at least g elements. Then 
we can replace A and C by A’ and C’ respectively, in the statement of Theorem 
2, if ha3. 
We now address the problem of determining bounds for K. The following is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 2. 
Corollary 3. Let A and C be as in Theorem 2. Find the least integer m 2 2 for 
which 
(1) gy- g;+Asg:-g;+C+l. 
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Using the refinement of Theorem 2, we obtain the following result. 
Corolky 4. Let A’ and C’ be as in the refinement and let A” be the start of the 
interval ending at C’. Find the least integer m ~2 for which 
(1’) gy+‘-g;+A’cg;-g;+C’+l. 
If rna3, then KSgr-gzi-A’. 
If m = 2, then K ~min{A”, gz-- gg+A’}. 
The set of realizable integers for (go, . . . , g,)-trees clearly must be contained in 
the set of realizable integers for (go, go+ 1, go + 2, go + 3, . . . , g,)-trees. Hence the 
conductor of the latter is less than or equal to the conductor of the former. 
As Corollary 1 shows, for (go, go+ 1, go+ 2, . . . , g&trees the conductor is go” 
where m is the least integer satisfying 
(2) gom”Sg;+ 1. 
There are 2 cases to consider. 
Case I. The same least integer m (m 2 2) satisfies both inequalities (1) and (2). 
Then 
(I) go”SKGg$--g;+A. 
Case II. The least integer m satisfying (2) does not satisfy (1). Then m + 1 must 
satisfy (1) for m 3 2 and so 
(II) go”GKSg;+‘-g;+A. 
The corresponding statements, (I’) and (II’) hold when inequality (1’) replaces 
inequality (1) and the bound for K from Corollary 3 is replaced by that of 
Corollary 4. 
Any of the upper bounds in (I), (II), (I’) or (II’) offer a considerable improvement 
over the only previous upper bound, namely the one from the proof of Theorem 1 
in [3]. It should be noted that Lee, Liu, and Wong give no pretensions of having 
found a good estimate for K. Their l2 is at least g,g, and the resulting upper 
bound for K is ly where M satisfies 
1 p+‘S(l,+l)“+l. 
&am@e. Finding K for (5,10,14) trees. 
Our special constants have the values: 
A = 102, c=144, 
A’= 57, C’ = 172, 
A” = 82. 
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Inequality (1) becomes S”+l + 128~ 14”, which has m = 3 as the least integer 
satisfying it. 
Inequality (2) becomes 5”‘+* d 14” + 1 which is satisfied by m = 2. So, by Case 
II, 25 s K d 202. 
Using the refinement; inequality (1’) becomes 5m+1 + 59 G 14” which is satisfied 
by m = 2. So, by Case I’, 25 G K C 82. 
Using a modified version (to lower the bound) of the proof in Theorem 1 of [3], 
l2 = 34 and M = 122, so K S 34122. 
The actual value of K is 82, so the refinement gives an excellent upper bound in 
this case (this is not surprising since A” was computed from a table of all integers 
realizable by height 2 trees). 
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